INTRODUCTION
This article provides 19 scientific criticisms of evolution: (1) the negative impact; (2) similarity infers but does not prove developmental relationship; (3) creatures are stable; (4) the time available for mutational changes is suspect; (5) the compensation requirements for negative and neutral mutational changes overwhelm "natural selection;" (6) pheromones are biological objections to evolution; (7) creatures have a difference tolerance incompatible with major changes; (8) self-reorganization is never seen; (9) personal experience with positive chemical changes remain with the individual and are not passed on; (10) complex protein creation is extremely improbable de novo; (11) the Principle of Uncertainty cannot be overcome; (12) Godel's Theorems of Undecidability and Incompleteness mitigate against it; (13) the species based "struggle for life" is patently untrue; (14) there is a "neurotheologycenter" in the human brain and Stephen Hawking's eight basic physics principles can be identified as metaphorically spiritual; (15) ideas are not accounted for; (16) scientists' psychological needs account for most of Darwin's acceptability and promotion; (17) a culture of masturbation is outside of planetary nature and the related norms of abortion and contraception are totally against evolution and natural selection; (18) pseudo-scientific gurus present arguments of faith and ignore newly evolved metaphors of science which are consistent with old metaphors of religion (The data used in this article have no doubt changed but never enough to alter conclusions offered); (19) the required complexity for "life" on the planet as we observe it scientifically render the probability for duplication to be impossible.
The 1859 publication of Darwin's Origin of Specieshas
led to the dogmatic acceptance of evolution and natural selection to explain life in the universe (Of interest is the full censorship of the embarrassing title of the book, which is
On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life).
However, evolution has never really been scientifically criticized, which is definitely not how real science operates. It is difficult to find any other formulation not allowed genuine scientific criticism. This article offers, in an honest academic effort, real critical thinking and criticisms of Darwin as appropriate and should be honestly promulgated and discussed. Failure to do so is to betray science i.e., most scientific hypotheses and theories are challenged vigorously and usually modified or even refuted about every five years. One must be skeptical of scientific theories that cannot be challenged. Indeed, all science flip-flops, or maybe it "evolves"...except intransigent Darwinism (as it contradicts itself and dogmatizes science?).
To read The Origin… is to be astonished at the lack of real science, the absence of anything approaching what could pass for real scientific proof, and the presence of one anecdote after another pulled together by perseverating theory and drawing lines. Darwin made an argument ("As this volume is one long argument (emphasis added)…" page 384) of great appeal and verbosity often using the word "imaginary" (pages 66 & 71 for examples), but he never scientifically proved anything. Indeed, Darwin seems initially reluctant about extending evolution beyond "species" cosmetology until his enthusiastic impressionable disciples promoted it as "fact" for all life, until he felt comfortable with it. (Then, Darwin, following his enthusiasts, reminds of the French Revolution man who was asked why was he running after the mob…and he said, "I have to chase them…I am their leader.").
Regardless, genuine proof is rare if at all for all evolutionists ever since-but they make arguments and you damn well better believe them. Regardless, "origin of species" is one thing, while "origin of genera and phyla" are another, never proven and wisely omitted from the title, but always taken for granted and spread like miasma by his disciples.
My background is one of firm belief in Darwin for most of my life as a Roman Catholic psychiatrist proud that the Parisian clerics of the 13th Century gave rise to contemporary science. However, in the past decade, I
began to look closer and doubts arose. To say that finches' beaks changed was one thing, but all the rest became fraught with pompous wishful leaps of thinking, lack of real evidence, no real "proofs", and huge improbabilities for anything but changing of species. Indeed, promulgation The Races of Man. -At the present time there exist upon the earth five races or varieties of man, each very different from the others in instincts, social customs, and, to an extent, in structure. These are the Ethiopian or negro type, originating in Africa; the Malay or brown race, from the islands of the Pacific; the American Indian; the Mongolian or yellow race, including the natives of China, Japan and the Eskimos; and finally, the highest of all, inhabitants of Europe and America (page 196).
The preceding is what the Scopes trial defended and really sums up the negatives of Darwinism: It began as intolerant racist notes about the natives on Tierra del Fuego and is ending up anti-Catholic, anti-Christian, anti-religion, and anti-human. The Ku Klux Klan, the Nazis, South African apartheid, and Planned Parenthood began with, or were at least affirmed by and rooted in, Darwin, as is anything else which "improves" your "population" at the expense of others.
Second, and notable, is the negative impact wherein the "war with all" Darwinian mantra of nature was implemented:
...if we did not respect the law of nature, imposing our will by the right of the stronger, the day would come when the wild animals would again devour us-then the insects would eat the wild animals, and finally nothing would exist except the microbes. By means of the struggle, the elites are continually renewed. The law of selection justifies this incessant struggle by allowing the survival of the fittest. A small protein molecule of 100 amino acid residues would require some ten to the 130th power trial assemblies to obtain the correct sequence. The probability of achieving this within a billion years is effectively zero. Laboratory synthesized amino acids always form in equal amounts of mirrorimage structures termed "left handed" and "right handed". Amino acids that comprise the proteins found in living things, including plants, animals, bacteria, moles and even viruses, are essentially all left handed.
The mathematical probability that chance processes can produce just one tiny protein molecule with only left handed amino acids is virtually zero.
Of course, some have tried to dismiss this by commenting to effect that "mirror images do not particles/waves, position/momentum, location/frequency, and matter/form (or material/spirit). In a more practical sense, this means that as you study something and tease it apart and get to a certain point, you are altering it in such a way that you cannot really be certain as to what you are discovering. Thus, one ends up with "probability" and quantum physics with a potential intrinsic awareness of freedom best called "spirit" or maybe "soul" (You have to think about that, but it is true!). Regardless, materialist reduction creates artificiality which is not necessarily the reality, and if it is the reality, you cannot know it with perpetual certainty. In addition, further confounding is the fact that "fate is determined by observation," which is the subatomic particle equivalent to self-understanding, i.e.
Only by an accurate philosophical understanding of material, formal, efficient and final causes determined by non-biological spirit can the Principle of Uncertainty be overcome. I call this extreme evolution. (A practical example of the Principle of Uncertainty is press-media content versus reality.)
Doubt is created about Darwin because of

Godel's Theorems of Undecidabilityand
Incompleteness (which are naggingly reminiscent of the principle of uncertainty, mechnical/quantum or matter/form, et cetera). Godel's Theorems apply to the most spiritual formalities of the human mind's mathematical potential i.e., formal mathematics.
Godel's First Theorem states that in a system of complexity, questions exist that are neither provable nor disprovable on the basis of the axioms in the system, i.e., that true statements are undecidable even if known to be true because they cannot be decided as true on the bases (matter) from the system itself. But because we understand this, an independent rational deciding intellect (our own…and maybe God?) outside the system is obvious.
Godel's Second Theorem is that any complex system is always incomplete because new undecidable elements (form) will always be present such that contradictions occur when the system claims it has decided all; that is, the system will generate more undecidability. But because we choose and still decide what to do outside the system, insightful complete free will (our own!) is obvious.
Godel's Theorems apply to every system of complexity and have been called, not entirely inappropriately, the mathematical proof of Original Sin.
Thus, the universe and man is on a treadmill of undecidability (of matter) and incompleteness (of form),
i.e., physical and mental entropy (known at the spirit level as "suffering" i.e. pain and sin) which probability-wise include Darwin's ideas (Godel himself called materialism "a prejudice of our time," and Darwin was not excluded).
And yet, we can, as outside the system, if intellectually willed, see and participate in the anti-entropic ascendancy of matter-spirit composites in spite of undecidability and incompleteness by perhaps, a little touch of Natural Law rather than the laws of extreme science and the jungle.
(Once again, a practical example of Godel's Theorems is press-media content versus reality, just as with the Principle of Uncertainty.)
13. Doubt exists about the Darwinian "struggle for life." This is not to deny the individual struggle for survival. However, there is no evidence of total species demanded ascendancy, except for a few arrogant humans.
Clearly, increasing food and amino acids at a certain point typically leads to less reproduction and not more. There is no observed striving to always increase to the utmost at all times for any species. There is no "competition to the by rational intellect and free will in one's mind is that which one is and will become (...and will get!). Perfectly Normal by Robie Harris). They tend to be Alfred "pedophile" Kinsey sex-outlet-practicing atheists first.
Ideas
Atheism is their "religion" (make that pseudo-religion, because real religion requires belief in a Loving God)-Naturally, they strategically deny they are "a religion" so their belief system can be promulgated by the state. with BEING. Atheist, secularists, and satanists, the whole gang, are totally self-discredited as they loudly imitate the "evangelists" they reject, amazingly offering dogmas of universal subhuman materialist NON-SPIRITUALITY, as they offer "spirituality" time and time again, ignorantly unaware that they are doing so. Indeed, as self-defined, they cannot honestly even deal with the Catholic Mass Mantra (supra) or any other such spiritual human concepts including truth, oneness, good, and beauty or any thing else they cannot reduce to chemistry or physics.
On the internet, "Salon" and "Huffington Post"
especially, and all in the atheist gang seem to be an obnoxious, self-righteous, juvenile, in-your-face puerile, "take that" primitive, mean, rude, un-intelligent, insulting, Suffering exists because of freedom. God's perfection gives freedom to choose, and in that perfection the extremes of choosing from ultimate transcendental living to ultimate non-being (evil) will occur, because the choices of freedom require a polarity from God to satan (or simplistically, from good to bad). Therefore satan and evil exist for C 2 CC (Conscious of Conscious Capable Creatures) who have freedom.
Such is the perfection of God. To be free, we have to choose, and the choices must range from one extreme to the other or "choice" (and freedom) is meaningless. We will suffer by pain and sin, but suffering has value because of the Incarnation and the Crucifixion. Choosing Jesus overcomes it all.
Now that is what I call " metanatural selection" consistent with the metastability of elementary particles of physics.
Read Soul of the Earth. In real life, the probability that a gene will mutate is often less than one in a million...and humans haven't the patience to wait a million generations for a mutation! (page 57) Life is really "survival of the transcendentally adaptable" --all deriving from that punctate Big Bang Fire.
All life is comprised of spin-offs of fire forms ever since.
There is the red fire we know as blood. There is the orange fire we know as oranges. There is the yellow fire of the Viewing such men, one can hardly make oneself believe that they are fellow-creatures, and inhabitants of the same world. It is a common subject of conjecture what pleasures in life some of the lower animals can enjoy: how much more reasonably the same question may be asked with respect to these barbarians! At night, five or six human beings, naked and scarcely protected from the wind and rain of this tempestuous climate, sleep on the wet ground coiled up like animals... ....The different tribes when at war are cannibals...it is certainly true, that when pressed in the winter by hunger, they kill and devour their old women before they kill their dogs.... ....Was a more horrid deed ever perpetrated, than that witnessed on the west coast by [Admiral] Byron, who saw a wretched mother pick up her bleeding dying infant-boy, whom her husband had mercilessly dashed on the stones for dropping a basket of sea-eggs!... ....the voyage of the Beagle has been by far the most important event in my life...the sight of a naked savage in his native land is an event which can never be forgotten. Now we know where Darwin got his special spiritual outsight which transformed him into an exemplary guru.
And he puts it all into effect, calling it "evolution"-as in the title of his seminal work: "…Natural Selection or the 
